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5 Reasons to Prioritize 
Software Security 

E B O O K



However, this increased focus on speed often causes security to fall by the wayside. Just turn on the news and our point is 

proven, as you’re all but guaranteed to hear about yet another business falling victim to a cyberattack. What’s especially 

concerning about this is that vulnerable software is often the root cause of the problem. According to Forrester, 

applications are the leading attack vector for security breaches, with 42% of global security decision makers whose firms 

experienced an external attack saying it resulted from an exploited software vulnerability.

As the proliferation of software continues, bringing with it an ever-expanding attack surface that’s ripe for targeting by 

malicious actors, securing software must be a priority above all else. 

It’s time to turn the tides. It’s time to turn complacency into proactivity. Here are five reasons why it’s time to 
prioritize software security. 

Introduction
These days, technology is evolving at a pace like never before seen, forcing 

organizations into an “adapt or die” situation. And, as digital transformation 

accelerates, everyone is feeling the effects. DevOps leaders, AppSec managers,  

and developers are certainly no exception, as they’re being tasked with developing 

and deploying software at a faster rate to keep their organizations competitive  

and relevant. 
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https://www.forrester.com/report/The+State+Of+Application+Security+2020/-/E-RES159057#


Software is everywhere and 
it’s getting more complex.

Today’s connected world means that software is omnipresent. 
Just look around wherever you’re reading our guide and count the 
number of things that are powered by software. Don’t forget to 
include the actual device you’re using!

From eCommerce platforms to mobile phones to modern vehicles, 
it’s all driven by trillions of lines of code that have been meticulously 
written by millions of developers spread across the globe. And, 
while software has clearly enabled our society to do more than 
ever imagined, it hasn’t come without it’s fair share of challenges – 
particularly in regard to creating immense security risk. 

As software becomes more pervasive, it’s taking on new forms 
and use cases, incorporating a mix of internal and third-party 
components, application programming interfaces (APIs), new 
architectures and frameworks, containers, and more. All of this 
leads to more complex applications, which in turn lead to more 
vulnerable applications and an expanded attack surface that 
requires a bigger emphasis on security from today's organizations.
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#1



We’ve all heard the saying, “your greatest assets can easily become  
your greatest weaknesses.” Well, that applies wholeheartedly when 
it comes to software. On one hand, software is the single biggest 
catalyst for technological innovation of our time. On the other, with 
all the benefits comes a massive attack surface that, as an industry, 
has not been effectively addressed, which has opened the door to a 
barrage of malicious cyber activity. 

Software must be protected. And that doesn’t just mean securing the 
applications that you consider to be mission- or business-critical. A 
holistic security strategy involves your entire application “portfolio.” 
Leveraging solutions that address all applications – whether built in-
house, outsourced, or via open source components – and the entire 
software development lifecycle (SDLC) is key to upleveling your  
security posture. 

Applications are the leading attack vector. 42% of 
firms that experienced an attack said it resulted 
from exploited software.

Source: Forrester Research

Software is every  
organization’s weakest link.
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https://www.forrester.com/report/The+State+Of+Application+Security+2020/-/E-RES159057


Automate security testing

Reduce false-positives

Eliminate tedious tasks

Provide measurable ROI

Infuse AppSec training & awareness

DevSecOps Solution Checklist

Developers can, and should, 
be extensions of your  
security team.

As digital transformation shifts into hyperdrive and IT teams are 
stretched thinner, developers have been tasked with delivering 
software faster while also becoming the “gatekeepers” of security, a 
balance that can be tricky to strike.  

The reality is that security should move into the hands of developers. 
At the end of the day, vulnerable software stems from coding errors. 
However, organizations’ expectations that developers are natural-
borne security experts and should be the sole owners of AppSec is 
where things don’t quite align. 

Developers are adaptable by nature and generally accept the challenge 
of security, but need support in return. Organizations must address 
software security collaboratively, with DevOps teams, developers, and 
AppSec professionals all working toward the same goal. Automated 
AST solutions that empower and streamline workflows, automatically 
embed security into every step of the SDLC, and foster unity across 
teams is a crucial step in achieving DevSecOps.

Additionally, in order to truly write more secure code, developers  
must learn from past mistakes. With just 11% of organizations saying 
they have adequately addressed the need for developer education, a 
bigger emphasis must be placed on implementing dedicated AppSec 
training and awareness programs. This is the most effective way to 
empower programmers to think and act more securely in their day-to-
day work. 
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https://www.checkmarx.com/press-releases/Checkmarx-Survey-Finds-Only-Eight-Percent-of-Organizations-Have-Effective-DevSecOps-Practices


Vulnerabilities in open 
source software rose by 
130% in 2019 vs. 2018. 

Source: RiskSense

Open source is as vulnerable 
as it is valuable.

As organizations and developers move faster, they’re relying more on 
open source code versus building software from scratch. In fact, 99% 
of today's codebases contain open source components, and on 
average, each of those repositories has over 200 dependencies. At the 
end of the day, open source is essential for innovation. Without it, 
many of today’s technological accomplishments – from cloud 
computing to mobile – wouldn’t exist.

With that said, as the industry continues down what appears to be an 
open source-first path, it must also address the issue of security to 
ensure it’s being used in a prudent manner. Recent research found 
that the total number of vulnerabilities in open source software rose 
by 130% from 2018 to 2019 (412 to 968 documented CVEs). 

Organizations using open source software, which, let’s be honest, is all 
of them, require solutions that detect and identify open source or 
third-party components within their applications and provide 
detailed, prioritized risk metrics. Without these tools - better known as 
SCA - the benefits of open source can easily be overshadowed by the 
risks including security vulnerabilities, license compliance issues, and 
loss of IP control. 
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https://info.risksense.com/open-source-spotlight-report-pr
https://github.blog/2020-08-03-github-joins-the-open-source-security-foundation/
https://info.risksense.com/open-source-spotlight-report-pr
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Software security is  
at the heart of digital 
transformation. 

Planning out any digital transformation effort requires a thorough 
security assessment, especially when it comes to software. With IDC 
predicting that half of all IT spending will be directly tied to digital 
transformation and innovation by 2024, it’s critical for organizational 
leaders to be strategic in their approach, emphasizing proactivity 
rather than reactivity and building security in from the get-go.

Going down a path of digital transformation shouldn’t be done alone  
and must have software security embedded every step of the 
way. Whether deploying new solutions to empower employees 
and developers to work and code remotely, or evolving internal 
architecture and processes to improve the customer experience, 
security is critical. One false step could bring down the entire 
framework you’ve worked so hard to build.

#5

https://www.idc.com/research/viewtoc.jsp?containerId=US45599219


If software security hasn’t been a priority before, it must be now. It’s imperative to conduct 

security testing earlier in software development, leverage automated solutions to streamline 

workflows and expedite vulnerability remediation, and safeguard your SDLC. As our customers 

transform the way they create and deploy software, Checkmarx is dedicated to coupling tried-

and-true methods along with new, innovative strategies to empower these efforts to speed up 

the development of secure software.

Checkmarx, All rights reserved 2020 ©

About Checkmarx

Checkmarx is the global leader in software security solutions for modern enterprise software development. Checkmarx delivers the  

industry’s most comprehensive Software Security Platform that unifies with DevOps and provides static and interactive application  

security testing, software composition analysis, and developer AppSec awareness and training programs to reduce and remediate risk  

from software vulnerabilities. Checkmarx is trusted by more than 40 of the Fortune 100 companies and half of the Fortune 50, including 

leading organizations such as SAP, Samsung, and Salesforce.com. Learn more at checkmarx.com.

https://www.checkmarx.com/
https://www.checkmarx.com/contact-us?utm_source=website&utm_medium=direct
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